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The idea of shifting and relocating is something that brings with it so many apprehensions
concerning the safety and security of our belongings be they of personal nature or business
importance. Obviously, no one would like the idea of their household belongings or business articles
being damaged midway while being moved from one place to another. For this reason, many of us
drop the idea of shifting altogether. However, there are times when shifting/ relocation cannot be
avoided and this is when the pressing need of space for personal/ office storage arises. The
reasons could include setting up a new office at a fresh location or changing your residence or any
other. Since shifting cannot be a quick process and may take up from a few hours to a few days,
you will need safe and secure place for your personal or business storage.

While searching for a place for your business article, personal belongings and/or domestic or office
furniture storage, the biggest question that's likely to arise in your mind is, â€œWhether my articles
would remain safe there or not?â€• To rule out any possibility of even a slightest damage to your
articles of personal or business nature, the best bet is to look out for the reliable and reputable self
storage company such as Mendip Self Storage.

Whether you are planning to move home or  make more space in your home or wish to redecorate
your home or office and need storage space for your articles in the meantime, Mendip Self Storage
is the name you can count on. There is no limitation on the rental periods and you can keep your
articles in safe storage for as little as just a week or as long as you wish to. Understanding that the
requirements of the clients may vary, Mendip Self Storage has units as small as 15sq ft to as large
as 200 sq ft. So, whatever your storage requirement be it will be understood and taken care of.

Free Van Hire

The best part of this one site storage facility is that they offer free van for shifting. Plus cradles and
forklifts are also available besides packaging material. Being one of the leading storage companies,
they give you the assurance of competitive rates, absence of VAT, open 7 days and insurance.

Safety of Your Commercial/ Personal Article Assured

The self storage company aims to make your storage experience truly worthwhile and absolutely
free from any kind of stress. All their units are equipped with 24 hr CCTV system, and fire system
besides the response alarm to ensure the safety of your articles. These storage units that are free
from termites, moisture seepage, fire or theft are available for customers  in and around Bath and
the Southwest.
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